Print/Braille Magnets

New! “Friends, like books, should be few and well chosen.” —Samuel Paterson
“Us. Friends. Always.” —Mary Anne Radmacher
“You are perfect to me.” —Solomon
“If I had a flower for every time I thought of you I could walk through my garden forever.” —Alfred Lord Tennyson
“We ought to be opening a bottle of wine!” —Edith Wharton

Print/braille magnets: $5.00 (free shipping!)

NEW JEWELRY!

Neat Art Studio Necklaces

New jewelry... from Neat Art Studio!
These unique braille necklaces are perfect for everyday wear! We’ve selected three pieces, featuring the words “grace,” “luck,” and “thankful.”
The featured word is written on white porcelain in uncontracted braille. The braille dots are plated with white gold, hung on a fine 18” nickel free brass base chain plated in bright 16k gold. No two pieces are alike. These are a subtle way to make a big statement!
Limited quantities!
Choose your word (grace, luck, or thankful): $32.00 plus s&h

Two New Necklaces from brailledesign.com

The braille “Together Forever” necklace: A square-upon-square design featuring “together forever” in contracted braille. The double pendant hangs from a strong 18” copper oval cable chain and has an easy-to-use toggle clasp fastener. Limited quantities!
Braille “Together Forever” necklace: $43.00 plus s&h

Braille BFF necklaces: Two necklaces featuring the words “friends” on one shiny, copper, heart-shaped pendant, and “forever” on the matching pendant, in contracted braille. A pair of Swarovski crystal bicone beads (one pink one purple) add sparkle to each necklace. They hang from 18” copper oval cable chains with a toggle clasp. Limited quantities!
Braille BFF necklaces (Set of 2): $47.00 plus s&h
**Days Like This**

This is a book of celebration — whether it’s the novelty of sleeping outdoors, the delight of picnicking on the beach, or the sheer joy of bouncing on the bed in the afternoon. These small poems, some familiar, some new, have been carefully selected by acclaimed author-illustrator Simon James, whose expressive line and watercolors portray an everyday world overflowing with wonder and possibility. With words and pictures given space to breathe, this is a collection of poems to read and revel in from beginning to end.

*Days Like This (print/braille picture book): $6.99*

**Love: I Love You All the Time**

By Emma Dodd

Join little rabbit and her parent as they spend a glorious sunny day together in the meadow. Little rabbit finds love everywhere, but knows that a parent’s love is always the best love of all.

*Print/braille board book in UEB: $9.99*

**Little Baseball**

By Brad Herzog and Doug Bowles

Lots of fun with rhyming riddles — all about baseball! Now even the smallest of fans can enjoy a book about their favorite sport. Rhyming riddles accompanied by colorful artwork help introduce the game’s simplest, most basic elements: “Shaped like a house, but this one’s flat. You stand next to it when you bat.”

*Print/braille board book in UEB: $7.95*

**Humpty Dumpty and Other Touching Rhymes**

Descriptive text and illustrations by Shirley Keller & Irma Goldberg

Updated for 2019! Sitting on his wall, you can feel Humpty’s scrawny legs and arms, his egg-shaped head, every layer of brick — he’s become a tactile drawing, along with the cow who jumped over the moon, the baa baa black sheep, and five other Mother Goose characters. Each nursery rhyme appears in large print and braille on the left side of the page, facing the tactile illustration on the right. Includes a step-by-step descriptive tour of each illustration in a supplementary booklet (in contracted braille), tucked in a pocket in the front of the book.

*Large print, uncontracted braille, and tactiles: $24.00*

**How to Read Braille Music, 2nd Edition**

By Bettye Krollick

Published by Opus Technologies, this book explains the music braille symbols most frequently found in elementary through intermediate-level music. It’s written at a fifth grade reading level, so it’s suitable for both children and adults. Use this book if you are working with students who want to play in the band, or if you have more serious, higher-level blind musicians who need a strong understanding of the braille music code.

*Print: $16.95 plus s&h*

*Braille or BRF: $16.95*
**Periodic Table of Elements**

Created by Tactile Vision Graphics, this includes textured squares to represent the different classes of elements and a braille chart with important data. **Note:** This product is in EBAE braille, not UEB, but this should have no effect on its usefulness!

*Braille and tactile: $32.00*

**UEB Reference Sheets for Math**

By Wendy L. Buckley and Sandy Smith

This handy reference book logically organizes common math symbols as transcribed in the UEB code: numbers; arrows; fractions; shapes; Greek letters; miscellaneous symbols; and the signs & symbols of operation, comparison, and grouping. Each category is supplemented with helpful and specific examples.

*Large print or braille/tactile: $16.95*

*Get both large print & braille/tactile for $30.00*

**Also available: Nemeth Reference Sheets**

*Large print or braille/tactile: $16.95*

*Get both large print & braille/tactile for $30.00*

**The Big Book of Braille Puzzles: 50 Searches, Anagrams, and Ladders to Help You Master Braille**

By Eileen P. Curran, M.Ed.

These word search puzzles, anagrams, and word ladders will help you master common braille contractions; strengthen your overall braille reading skills; practice for braille competitions; and provide you with hours of fun!

*Braille (1 vol.): $20.00*

*Optional companion volume in large print: $10.00*

*Get both braille & large print volumes for only $25.00!*

**Super Short Stories in Uncontracted Braille: For Adults Learning Unified English Braille**

Created especially for adults learning braille for the first time, these ten super-short stories are definitely for adults only — and interesting enough to want to read through to the end!

*Braille (uncontracted) and BRF: $12.00*

**Christmas in July!**

Stock up on print/braille holiday cards now — and save! Each set contains 10 print/braille cards and 10 envelopes. Regular price is $20 per set, but order by July 31st and save a tremendous $8 per set, while supplies last!

*2018 “Comfort and Joy” cards: $12.00*

*2017 “Warm Winter Wishes” cards: $12.00*

*2016 “Peace” cards: $12.00*

*2015 “Love and Laughter” cards: $12.00*

---

**HOW TO ORDER:** (800) 548-7323 or (617) 266-6160 ext. 520

Order any of our books online at www.nbp.org!
Working with a stellar team of parents and teachers, we take popular picture books and make them come to life through song, movement, play, audio description, book-related activities, mazes, maps, and more. Buy the print/braille books listed below, and then check out everything you can do with them — for free! — at www.greatexpectations.pub.

**New! Grumpy Monkey (GE Selection #8)**
In our latest featured book, Jim Panzee — the chimpanzee — is in a terrible mood for no good reason. His friends try to help, but maybe he just needs a day to feel grumpy?
Theme: Emotions
Activities: Focus on emotions, body language, & facial expressions.
*Print/braille picture book: $17.99*

**GE Selection #1: Dragons Love Tacos**
Theme: Food
Activities: Focus on textures, preparing food & organizing a taco party.
*Print/braille picture book: $16.99*

**GE Selection #2: The Day the Crayons Quit**
Theme: Color
Activities: Focus on knowledge and awareness of colors for blind kids.
*Print/braille picture book: $17.99*

**GE Selection #3: Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes**
Theme: Mobility
Activities: Focus on mobility, tactile maps, & mazes.
*Print/braille picture book: $17.99*

**GE Selection #4: Iggy Peck, Architect**
Theme: Architecture
Activities: Focus on buildings and architecture.
*Print/braille picture book: $16.95*

**GE Selection #5: Amazing Grace**
Theme: Performing Arts
Activities: Focus on theater, self-presentation, & storytelling.
*Print/braille picture book: $17.99*

**GE Selection #6: Measuring Penny**
Theme: Measurement
Activities: Focus on measuring, graphing, & pet care.
*Print/braille picture book: $17.00*

**GE Selection #7: Lemonade in Winter: A Book About Two Kids Counting Money**
Theme: Money
Activities: Focus on identifying, saving, and spending money; following directions; & team building.
*Print/braille picture book: $16.99*
Dating in the Digital Age: An Accessible Journey for Finding Love Online

Author Kim Loftis explores important considerations such as why to date online, safety, and how much of yourself to share and when. She also digs deep into the accessibility of three of the major dating platforms: Plenty of Fish, Match, and eHarmony.

Braille (2 vols.), BRF, Word, or DAISY: $18.00

Will Shortz’s Mind Games: 100 Alphabet Riddles

NPR Puzzlemaster and New York Times puzzle editor Will Shortz offers 100 of his popular initial puzzles where every answer is a familiar two-word phrase having the same pair of initials.

Braille (2 vols.) and BRF: $12.00

Cooking Light: Make-Ahead Recipes

These 80 delicious recipes have one thing in common: Each can be prepared completely ahead of time or has components that can be prepared ahead, letting you get a jump start on dinner when you have the time.

Braille (1 vol.) or BRF: $12.00

Getting Visual Assistance with an iPhone: Now, You Can Just Be Friends with Your Friends

By Judy Dixon

Explore accessible apps for identifying colors, currency, objects, barcodes, scenes, handwriting, and short text through AI and machine learning, as well as apps like AIRA or Be My Eyes that use sighted assistance. Covers 10 apps.

Braille (1 vol.), BRF, Word, or DAISY: $12.00

Getting the Job Done with Shortcuts: An Introduction for Blind Users

By Anna Dresner

A clear and concise introduction to Siri Shortcuts, which are based on the tasks you already perform, as well as how to create, edit, and share shortcuts in the new Shortcuts app.

Braille (1 vol.), BRF, Word, or DAISY: $12.00

Format Your Word Documents with JAWS and NVDA: A Guide for Students and Professionals

By David Kingsbury

The Assistive Technology Instructor at The Carroll Center for the Blind lays out the key steps for preparing professional-looking Word documents using JAWS and NVDA.

Braille (2 slim vols.), BRF, Word, and DAISY: $18.00 and up

Getting Started with Google Suite: A Brief Overview of Google’s Most Popular Productivity Apps

By Lisa Salinger, Kim Loftis, and Chris Grabowski

Take your productivity to the next level! The Mystic Access team guides you through downloading, installing, navigating, and using Gmail, Chrome, Drive, Docs, Sheets, Slides, Hangouts, and Calendar on a PC (notes about Mac and mobile devices included).

Braille (1 vol.), BRF, Word, and DAISY: $12.00 and up